London Guild WSD - Tapestry Interest Group
Meeting 8 - Saturday 9 June 2018
News
 Exhibition news/recommendations from the Group:
o Tate Modern Anni Albers Exhibition, 11 October – 27 January 2019
http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/anni-albers
We thought we would like to go and see this as a group and take inspiration for a future
group project.
o

Aruna recommended - Artist Rooms: Gerhard Richter. John Hansard gallery, Southampton
to 15 August. http://www.jhg.art/event-detail/292-artist-rooms-gerhard-richter/

o

Christine spoke about - WOW! Weft over Warp. BTG London group exhibition, Hepsibah
Gallery, London W6 0BD. 21-27 June 2018. Features Tadek Beutlich and William Jefferies.
https://www.londonguildofweavers.org.uk/wow-weft-over-warp-21-27-june-2018hepsibah-gallery-hammersmith-london/

o

William Morris Gallery, Weaving New Worlds Exhibition, 16 June – 23 September 2018
http://www.wmgallery.org.uk/whats-on/exhibitions-43/weaving-new-worlds
https://www.londonguildofweavers.org.uk/weaving-new-worlds-16-june-to-23-september2018-william-morris-gallery/
There is a curator’s talk on 24 June to which several of us are going.

o

Colours of Peru 2018, Denbies Gallery, 18-24 June 2018
https://www.londonguildofweavers.org.uk/colours-of-peru-18-24-june-2018-denbiesgallery-dorking/ Both Aruna and Karen have been to this before and thought it well worth
the trip.

o

Christine reminded us of - The 4th Cordis prize for Tapestry, 16 March – 27 May 2019.
Inverleith House Gallery, Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh. Deadline for submissions 11
January 2019.
Details at: http://thetapestryprize.org/project/the-cordis-prize-2019/

o

Four Voices - a touring exhibition of work by BTG members Joan Baxter, John Brennan,
Amanda Gizzi and Elizabeth Radcliffe. Aruna had just been to see this in Ireland combined
with 4 Irish weavers work and says it is fabulous.

What we have been doing:


3D Pods
Three of us had managed to get somewhere with the Tapestry pods we started at the last meeting.
All of us had chosen to work with wool but achieved quite different results. Karen brought in here 6
segment red + green sample to show what it looks like drawn-in. Jan’s 4 segment pod was looking
good with shading and largely drawn-in, showing its boxy shape. Juliette also wove a 4 segment
pod which was fresh off the loom and about to be ‘pulled’. We talked about how to best do the
pulling. All three looked so different which shows what a versatile technique it is.
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Aruna showed us a fabulous collection of samples she has woven since last time.
‘After Martin Creed’

Vase with Flowers

Bird on Water

The Martin Creed was woven for fun on spare warp at the end of a project. We duly grilled Aruna
on how she had done each one
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Karen brought along her Tapestry Double weave from the Cos Ahmet West Dean course last year –
now it is finally off the loom. It was woven using a fine linen weft on fine 6’s cotton warp set at
16epi. It combined blocks of open weave; beaten single weave and double weave, all in monotone.
Cos’s examples used curved edge shapes which merged and morphed from one weave to another
with great effect. We had brought along warped up looms to try the technique out. Unfortunately
we ran out of time to do this but all said we would have a go and bring along our results in
September. Coincidently, one of Aruna’s pieces used the same technique, but with no open weave,
which produced dramatically different results in bright coloured wool.



Karen’s Soumak sampler bag. This was woven in the round using a wool warp at double density and
a nettle weft. Unfortunately the warp had been attacked by moth and so I had to be cut off the
loom as a sampler. I loved weaving it so I am going to start again – this time I will keep it in a plastic
bag! I love the idea of having a bag without having to do any sewing up… I had started by weaving
both front and back warps together to form a base for the bag. I then placed a piece of card
between the two warps to keep them separate, and began weaving continuously in one direction,
turning the frame round when I got to the edge. This only works if you have remembered to create
an odd number of warps!!
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Workshop/Activities Planning:


For the September meeting we will bring along our tapestry double weave experiments. We have
set no rules as we want to see what the different outcomes will be depending on the warp and
weft used. I think we did all want to try it with an element of open weave as that looks so effective.



We all liked the weaving in the round concept and so to kick start our endeavours we will hold a
workshop at the September meeting weaving a credit card sized piece on card to see what the
difficulties are. For this I will bring along the prepared cards with a selection of warps. Each of us
will need to bring along something for the weft – this needs to be fine, roughly Embroidery/ Perle
cotton sized. I do have some I can bring along. We then intend to try it out on a bigger scale for the
December meeting.



Both these techniques lend themselves to the Gwen Shaw Cup Christmas Competition in
December. The theme this year is ‘Architecture’. Details are in the May edition of Warp and Weft. It
would be good to see some more tapestry entries this year.

That’s it for this time. Any questions, drop me an email.
Karen
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